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COMMUNITY MEDITATION MEETINGS
Cancer, Tuesday June 30, @ 7:45 PM
Leo, Thursday, July 30, @ 7:45 pm

In this Issue
Getting Un-Grounded!

by Tom Carney

Online Workshops/Classes (Please call 310-545-0910 to arrange participation)



Building the Lighted Way - Sundays @ 9:00-11:00 AM Pacific Time
Monday Evening Workshop @ 7:00-9:00 PM EASTERN TIME



White Magician Training - Wednesday Evenings @ 7:00-9:00 PM Pacific Time

NATURE OF THE SOUL Please email arcanaworkshops@gmail.com

Online New and Full Moon Group Meditations
(To sign up for notices, e-mail arcanaworkshops@gmail.com)
Group Meditation Work
June 16, through July 15, 2015
A conscious consideration of the force of one's own radiations can produce considerable saturation.
A spirit striving for conscious application of its radiations must intensify the manifested power of the
heart, for this sunlike source can reveal all paths. Conscious affirmation of radiations is indeed
applicable when all higher fiery energies of the heart are kindled. On the path to the Fiery World let us
affirm a conscious attitude toward the radiations of the heart. Fiery World III, 392
July 16, through August 13, 2015
The rhythm of the highest energy is attained only through many years of labor, and cannot be
achieved as a result of sudden illumination. One must begin with words, and later with wordless
aspirations. Finally these flow together into a rhythm that resounds constantly in the heart, both when
awake and when asleep. There is one basic quality that increases the vibration. Let us call this quality
ecstatic Love, for in it are the highest devotion, inextinguishable trust, and untiring power. This step
of ascent is a high one, but there is no ultimate stage in anything. Super Mundane 4 #722

Arcana Workshops

Arcana Workshops is a non-profit tax exempt corporation. Donations are
greatly appreciated and tax deductible

Mail Address:
P.O. Box 506
Manhattan Beach, CA 90267-0506

www.meditationtraining.org
arcanaworkshops@gmail.com
Phone 310-545-0910
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Psychic energy is both Fire and Materia Matrix, and the Teaching of Agni Yoga is nothing other
than an explanation of today's application of energy, the stream of which is approaching
with Satya Yuga. This is not a new awakening of heretofore dormant possibility, but an
enlightenment spread over time….The coming era can be understood properly or in a distorted
way, but its approach is undeniable. One can destroy in an instant what took centuries to build,
but such madness can only beget madness. And are they not mad who would try to live without a
mind? What mind is not nurtured by psychic energy? Why search for the source in the darkness
of unconsciousness, when one can easily ignite the inextinguishable spark within and approach
the source in full consciousness? Agni Yoga, 416.
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are, absolutely convinced that the
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the Scientists of the
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been with us and who
It was a self evident truth that
understood the physics of a
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multidimensional Reality, who actually
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knew what was going on, using what
real.
tools they had at their disposal tried to
communicate the nature of Reality to the
Truth, if it existed would be found at the
vast, vast rest of us
end of a chain of inductive reasoning, and
would be demonstrably obvious through
Thus we have what we today call the
duplicated experimentation. Until that
Ageless Wisdom. The Canon of Ageless
“never going to happen” event occurred,
Wisdom is in fact, a scientific treatise on
the answers to all of the BIG questions:
the multidimensional nature of the
Who are we? Where did we come from?
Cosmos in which planet Earth exists, and
Why are we here? What is life and death?
Humanity’s role and relationship with that
were given either ridiculous pseudo
multidimensional Reality. This Canon
scientific materialistic based answers, or
mainly utilizes the only language
considered to be beyond the ability of
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movements initiated by Avatars and
actual Teachers to instruct and aid
Humanity. They used their positions and
influence in these established religious
movements to “cement space” with their
Lie. They even started religious
movements of their own establishing dark
sects and “churches” all over the world.

available at the time to formulate the vast
Truths of Cosmos, the language of
metaphor and parable.
Since the Truth embodied by a metaphor
is Light and formless, it is beyond the
ability of the intellect to grasp. Thus, this
effort of the Great Teachers, while it
reached a few thousands here and there,
mainly through theater, song, and
story, was largely ineffective
as regards the dispelling of
the illusion of the Big Lie.

Religious pronouncements, of course,
require no “scientific” proof at all.
They use and depend on
belief and faith. Thus,
Metaphor is
answers to the Big
language
Question questions were
a dime a dozen.
embodied energy

This was the case
because at the same
time another canon
that synthesizes
They issued forth from
was being forged by
Light and an
legions of mouths in
those
who
were
image.
Only
the
every
known
and
interested
in
heart can
several
unknown
maintaining the Big
comprehend a
languages. Some were
Lie. Those beings we
profound
and
deeply
now recognize as the
metaphor!
significant, others were the
Retrogressors. During this
darkest of non-sense and
Dark Age of the relative
ignorance. All of these opinions
mental infancy of humans and
claimed to be sourced by some
the lack of anything like science, the
mystical power to know Truth.
Retrogressors implanted and anchored
the Lie, the Great Illusion, as a self
Each claimed to be the One Truth. Each
evident fact into human consciousness.
depended for their reception on the
concept of Believing, or having Faith.
They were quite effective. Probably the
Some relied on love, on the power of the
greatest evidence of their success was
heart, on the spark of the Soul to feel and
the planting of the fear of death in the
respond. Others, a veritable blizzard of
human mental body based on the still
others, relied on intellect and “logic”.
almost universally accepted lie that
Many others, one might almost say most
human beings are their bodies, “All Men
others, frequently employing intelligence
Are Mortal”. The primary media that was
and sophistry played to the power of
used to foster and implement this
emotion, and on the power of the Lie, fear
operation was religion.
and doubt.
These dark forces being of no religious or
The large majority of humanity during this
even moral persuasion at all infiltrated
period was polarized on the emotional
and worked their ways “undercover” into
plane. So, from a population which was
the very hearts of the genuine religious
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terrified by the specter of death and a
constant barrage of warnings and threats
of some incredibly gruesome retribution
for how awful one had behaved when he
or she was alive, believing or having faith
was not that hard to gin up. The endless
eons of war and suffering indicate that the
Big Lie of separation, war and death was
clearly carrying the day.

“True, in the consciousness of the selfcrowned ignoramuses the frigidity of the
Stone Age still prevails.”Infinity 1 16
However, the sun is rising. We are
unavoidably evolving into the Satya Yuga.
On the way, we have lost many, many
battles and have suffered untold agonies.
Still, we returned from the dead again and
again, and now we are on the verge of a
final triumph. Yet, the battle is not over.

Thus over the centuries BC and AD were
the “veils”—literally, walls of astral images
and mental thoughtforms—generated and
placed between the evolving human mind
and Truth. This was the Dark Age, the
Kali Yuga, a period of 432,000 years. We
have been floundering and floating
around in this foggy sea of full blown lies,
half
truths,
gross
errors,
and
unanswerable questions for centuries.

As the Planet moves into the New Age,
there are a few more mountains to climb.
Here are two of the most significant: One,
an aspect of the Big Lie that we need to
“get
over!” is
our unconscious
identification with forms. And that one
makes the next one, our identification
with time, a peculiarly difficult problem.
As long as we are identified with
forms, we will be stuck, not only on
the dense physical dimensions, but in
time.

Even so, in spite of all the efforts of the
Dark Forces, Humanity did evolve. “From
the beginning they struggled, and from
the beginning we conquered.” The Call
#231 Within that small statement lies the
entire cannon of Path Walking. We never,
never, give up. As it was indicated,
“Blessed are the obstacles, by them we
grow….so why should a happy man avoid
difficulties? We must not forget that he
who walks in harmony with evolution
meets with many obstacles, but his
attitude toward them is different. He does
not fall into despair, but joyously
overcomes the waves of chaos. Let us
not think that the path of happiness is
easy, it can be more difficult than a life of
stagnation.”Supermundane IV #790

First, we need to consciously and
deliberately begin to accept at least the
possibility that we are actually not our
dense physical bodies. The blockage,
that we do not have “empirical” proof of
this fact, needs to be removed from the
prime consideration. It is a lower mind,
intellectual, generated veil that blinds our
inner vision, the vision of our heart,
This one factor, this notion of the need for
material, empirical proof, fosters and
empowers the identification of ourselves
with our bodies, our possessions and the
dense physical worlds. It keeps us locked
into the one dimensional reality of the
dense physical plane, blocking us from
seeing the Reality of Life which invests all
forms.

What’s the point? If the path is easy, we
are probably not on it!
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physical
plane
and
in
human
consciousnesses for an unknown number
of eons are the commentaries regarding
the nature of Reality which we call the
Ageless Wisdom. These have been our
true guides. We have noted the unending
efforts of the Dark Side to obfuscate
these road maps to sane living, and we
have noted the enduring spirit of the
human heart to persist.

Time, another intellectual or brain thing, is
absolutely necessary to navigate in the
dense physical dimensions of Infinity, but
it is a generator of confusion and
blindness regarding the non-dense
dimensions of infinity. If we would forget
about time and think in terms of
consciousness, the seemingly endless
(just one day and night of Brahma is
8,640,000,000 years) evolutionary cycles
will be seen as reasonable.

That endurance has
generated the step in
What we are is
Imagine, that is, create
evolution that is
Consciousnesses.
finally beginning to
What lies before
your future now. We are
overwhelm
the
us
is
Consciousness. We do
distortions of the
unfathomable. It
this naturally. It’s how
Dark
Ones.
is unfathomable
we roll.
Individual Human
because there is
beings
in
huge
no top or bottom to
numbers are beginning to
infinity. Future is a place
realize that what he or she is, is
in consciousness, not in time.
Consciousness. The fabled concept Soul,
is becoming to be seen as an individual
Humans have been consciously aware of
aware point of consciousness within an
the multidimensional Cosmos for eons.
immediate field we recognize as the One
They have been writing poetry, singing,
Humanity but also within an infinite field
making music, theater, art and even
of possibilities. This is the long sought for
occasionally philosophy in an effort to
“freedom of the prisoners of the Planet”.
communicate these facts to others. They
have been ignored or opposed not only
Think, for energy follows thought, of a
by a blizzard of denial from materialistic
world in which the Principles of Cosmic
philosophers and what has passed for
Physics, freedom, harmony, beauty, love,
science, but all kinds of theological
are the engines that drive human effort,
organs of information have been
that design the systems of equilibrium for
dispensing horrid distortions of such
our interactions with each other and the
dimensions and threatening the lives of
planet. Dream of what the planet will be
any scientist who would try to correct
like when the eons of the 6th and 7th root
even some of the conclusions re the
dense physical plane (Galileo comes to
race appear. Why not, it’s fun!
mind) for a very long time.
Tom Carney
July 2015
With the exception of the insanities like
war, pestilence, famine which our
identification with forms generates, those
things which have endured on the dense
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